
Learn more at
www.uk.hach.com/cl17sc
www.ie.hach.com/cl17sc

The Next Standard
Built on a legacy of reliability in online chlorine
analysis,the advanced design of the CL17sc
reduces routine maintenance touch time and
provides powerful diagnostic featuresand
enhanced connectivity. The result is lesshassle,
minimised riskof data loss,and evenmore
reliableinformation to empower your decision
making. The Next Standard

in Chlorine Analysis



Claros
Enabled

Service
Protected

Wondering how the CL17sc
can help your team?

Q: Areyou spending too much time conducting
routine maintenance on your current analyser?

A:Routine maintenance can take valuable time away
from other operations, increasedowntime, and increase
demand on personnel.

The CL17screduces your routine maintenance
touch time with simplified tubing replacement,
user-programmable alerts,and step-by-step,
on-screen workflows.

Q: Do you lack confidence in your data, or are you
unsure if your analyser isworking as intended?

A:The CL17schas diagnostic features like a colorimeter
window and amulti-colour statuslight,which lets
you know at a glance that your instrument isoperating
as intended. And with a flow sensor, flow readings are
displayed on screen. Low flow will trigger an alert so
you can quickly and easilyidentify issueswith sample flow.
Ameasurement cycle indicator allows usersto know
what stage the measurement cycle the instrument is in
at all times.

Q: Do you need an easierway to manage data?

A:Does your current chlorine analyser lack onboard data
logging?Are you missing critical segments of data?
Pairing the CL17scwith Hach’s SCcontroller platform
allows for internal data logging, external analog and
digital communication alternatives,andmulti-parameter
instrument flexibility.

Q: Do you need a partner to support you throughout
the life of your analyser?

A:Let Hach Service help you protect your investment and
peace of mind. A full portfolio of serviceplans isavailable
to support you beyond routine maintenance and free up
your internal resourcesto focus on other priorities.

Maintenance Made Easy
The CL17screducesyour routine maintenance
touch time with simplified tubing replacement and step-
by-step, on-screen instructions for routine maintenance.

Peaceof Mind Through Comprehensive
Diagnostics
With upgraded featureslikea flow meter, colorimeter window,
multicolour statuslight, and predictive diagnostic software,
you know your instrument is operating asintended.

ExpandedConnectivity IncreasedFlexibility
Bypairing the CL17scwith Hach’s SCcontroller platform,
your options increase significantly: internal data logging,
external analog and digital communication alternatives,and
multi-parameter instrument flexibility.

The CL17scis one of Hach’s Claros Enabled
products, which has the ability to share
measurement dataand statusinformation with
Claros – The Water Intelligence System
from Hach®. Clarosprovides greater confidence
in your data, resulting in improved efficiencies
in your plant’soperation.

With Hach Serviceyou have aglobal partner who
understandsyour needs and caresabout delivering
timely, high-quality serviceyou can trust.Our
ServiceTeam brings unique expertise to help you
maximise instrument uptime, ensure data
integrity, maintain operational stability,and reduce
compliance risk.

Pick&Shipis a subscription program from Hach
for supplies, like reagents,maintenance kits, and
other items you need on a recurring basis.
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